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Many energy installations needs a energy storage in some way. In principal problem is same for a
small rural house inside Africa and an industrial complex. Grid is not 100 % reliable or to high costs
not acceptable. Here we share our solutions between all combinations needed.

Why an energy storage system by Sunnytek ?
* You have a solar panel system making power when sun is up and you want to store energy for hours with
no sun or it is to weak.
* Area have a weak and unreliable grid and you need to have power all time. Here the energy storage stores
power to be used when grid is down ur stabilise when unstable.
* Grid is weak and you have large variations in power consumption. Here the energy storage can take the
peak power situation without stressing grid over its limits.
* You have a good power source and want to store and share power all over time to save costs and get
better reliability and control.
* There is several power sources you want to share and mix as you want to get best economy and costs and
full control of power.

Sunnytek and our partners use several solutions and different technology as demands differs so
much. Costs for power differs a lot and so do operation temperature. Life cost cycle differs so
economy set different demands that can change solutions lot. Here we give a short information
about what we can offer in general terms. To this we have product info about all solutions in
separate papers. No single technology cower all installations and demands..
We offer all parts needed from the smal house with 3 led lamps up to a large cement factory that
want to control 100% of their own power. Pls contact us and our local offices for a discussion about
what fits your demands best.
Sincerely Allan Jansson
technical manager of Sunnytek
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Battery storage by lead Gel battery technology is a very old technology still going strong. In
smaller systems and when purchasing cost is essential this is often the alternative that is best.
There are limits but often advantages makes this the solution preferred. Normally we use GEL
batteries as they are best in deep cycling and handle a hard life better than an AGM battery. Life
cycle cost is not that god if we look over 10 years operation of the installation.

Online Marketplace
Trade Shows
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Other Services
* Typical life time 6-8 years at max 25 C in temperature when charged and deep cycled max 30-40%
but then cost raise by about 2X . Products
CHANGE
* Special model can work for 10-12 years and + 30C when charged
Enter English keyword t
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for larger sites.
* Typical site of energy capacity from 0.1KWH for single houses toYOUR
ENERGY
3600AH OPZV cells in numbers.
* Special large systems can do 1-5 MWH in capacity. Here we have
CHARGE
* Green solution if recycled and reused when to old. Lead is todayYOUR
very costly
LIFEand few throw old cells away. 538V LiFePo4 battery w
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Soundon New Energy Techn
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Min. Order: 1 Pieces

Brand Name: SOUND

Country of Origin: China (m

Model Number: SD-538V

Lithium storage are of 2 designs. One smaller that replace lead battery in dimensions and here it
is far better when very hot and when demands ofCompact
many
cycles
Size & Easy
Installationare higher. Life cycle cost is often
better than lead if we look for 5-10 years ahead. The other design is for larger systems where
Proven Safety Product Details
Powerful Performance
demands in high outputs is very high and reliability demands critical. We have systems with full 10
Key Specifications/Special Features:
years warranty of operation. All batteries can handle high temperatures up to 60C and more than
10 years operation with daily deep cycling to 80 % or more. The deep cycling in comparison to
lead batteries makes it possible to use 40-50% smaller capacity in KWH. This balance cost
differences almost fully compared to a lead battery. The larger designs is delivered on pallets /
racks or in containers and have very large
capacity and peak power.

Inquire Now >

Share:

The compact and lightweight nature of the RESU is world-class. It is designed to allow easy wall-mounted or ﬂoor-standing installation for
both indoor and outdoor applications. The inverter connections have also been simpliﬁed, reducing installation time and costs.

The new RESU series features industry-leading continuous
power (4.2kW for RESU6.5) and DC round-trip efﬁciency
(95%). LG Chem’s L&S (Lamination & Stacking) technology
provides durability ensuring 80% of capacity retention after
10 years.

LG Chem places the highest priority on safety and utilizes
the same technology for its ESS products that has a proven
safety record in its automotive battery. All products are
fully certiﬁed in relevant global standards.

Rated voltage: 538V

www.lgesspartner.com
Capacity: 180Ah

* Typical life time 10-12 years at up to 30-40C
in temperature when deep cycled full high
80% of capacity.
* Can operate to over 60 C in ambient
temperature without significant degradation.
* Typical site of capacity from 0.1KWH for
small systems up to 100 KWH for larger
sites.
* Typical site capacity for larger systems in
containers up to 10 MWH and more than so.
10 years warranty.
* Green solution with no poisonous materials.

Battery model: LiFePo4 prismatic cells
battery size :1000*560*380mm
Working temperature range: -20 to 60°C
Contains battery protection board to protect pack from short-circuit over-charge, -discharge and
Tags, plugs and connectors are available
Low-resistant and self-discharge
Small size and lightweight
1/3% weight of lead-acid and 65% weight of NiMH
Eco-friendly
Long lifespan
Industrial leading packing technology ensures the cells have precise conformance and a stable
Light plastic packing with excellent heat relieving
Customized configurations are accepted
OEM and ODM orders are welcome

Contact Supplier
Soundon New Energy Technology Co. Ltd:
Business Type: Exporter, Manufacturer, Trading Company

Plea
Address: No. 78 Benchi West Road, Jiuhua Demonstration Area, Xiangtan, Hunan,
China (411100)
Tel: (86 731) 58567126
Fax: (86 731) 58236346
Mobile: (86) 18942049819
Homepage Address: http://www.globalsources.com/soundnewenergy.co
Other Homepage Address: www.soundnewenergy.com
Inquire Now

Key Contact:
Example of a Multi MWH lithium
energy storage system

Other Supplier Information
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• operates at temperatures as hot as 50°C without active cooling
• Offers unlimited shelf life: You can switch off a ZBM at any state of charge (SOC), hibernate
it for extended periods of time, and then restore it within 60 seconds
• Has a great recycling story, made with major components that are easy to recycle or reuse
• Manufacturer by the world’s largest end to end supply chain solution, Flex North America
• Is a modular system, it is straightforward to connect multiple ZBMs to deliver more energy
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Meet the Aspen b
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The benefits of Redflow ZBMs compared to other batteries

ASPEN 48S*

ASPEN 48M*

• Delivers 100 per cent cycle depth of discharge without any risk of battery damage
Flow-battery
+ ~2forkWh
+ ~25 kWh
• Retains its full 10 kWh of storage capacity
its warranted 10-year life, unlike other
storage systems
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it for extended periods of time, and then restore it within 60 seconds
Has a great recycling story, made with major components that are easy to recycle or reuse
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Manufacturer by the world’s largest end to end supply chain solution, Flex North America
• Is a modular system, it is straightforward to connect multiple ZBMs to deliver more energy
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wildlife conservancystorage for larger energy storage requirement.
• The Redflow ZBM is a great battery choice for either AC or DC power, on-grid or off-grid
cycles. Warranty is
storage energy systems, or a bit of both.
full 10 years. There
• 24/7 battery management allows you to use an easy web-based browser via smartphone
or PC to set up, monitor, and control your ZBM. It also reports battery status and operational
are 2 models. One
information that lets your AC inverter/charger optimise use of the energy stored in your
PROJECT
ZBM.
small fro 10KWH
SPOTLIGHT
capacity and 3 KW max output and a container system of 600 KWH storage and 300 KW peak
power output. Ambient temperature is 5C to 50C so it is aimed for tropical areas or indoor
operation.
HYBRID MICROGRID
System Configuration Examples
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Typical life time 10-20 years at max 50 C in temperature when charged and deep cycled max 90-100%.
Smallest system store 10 KWH and can deep cycle 100% of capacity. Max output 3 KW.
Larger container system handle 600KWH storage and 100 KW in peak power output.
12 x ASPEN 48S
Many containers can operate in parallel for larger sites in MWH range.

Powering an organic farm and
winery with clean energy

16 x ASPEN 4
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Aquion Energy

power

life time 7-10 years at -5C to +50C in temperature when charged
S-Line Stacks
* Typical
106 kWh,
48V
and
deep
cycled to 95-100%
Solar Array3000 Cycles.
* Warranty
lodge tent
37 kW
solar
system store 2.2 KWH Suvarnabhumi
and
can deep cycle 100%
of capacity.
* Smallest
inverter Airport,
Bangkok,
Thailand
Solaroutput
Inverter1 KW. Weight
battery
Max
inverter
SMA Sunny Boy
110Kg
Batterycontainer
Inverter
system
* Larger
SMA Sunny
Island storage
have
26 KWH
Aquion
Backup
and
100Power
KW peak power
batteries
1.5+ MWh of
Diesel
generator
output 12 KW. Weight
batteries powering
1500 kg.
700+ LED lights
can
operate
* Many
Learnunits
more at
aquionenergy.com
in081516
parallel
or series
©2016 Aquion
Energy, Inc. for
larger sites up to KV
levels and MWH

* See product specification sheets for details.
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+ Microgrid produces more
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on each light pole.

Batteries
+ Aquion batteries provide
long-duration solar cycling.
Aquion
Energy
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14,000 cyclists
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Larger special systems for large capacity installations
Zinc hybrid battery is an advanced solution now going into
production. It is a high temperature cell system and large
capacity for the large demanding systems.
* Modules with 1 MWH and up to 40 MWH
* Container design with all inside container includes management
system and controllers
* Cost efficient in large capacity sites
* 5000 cycles / 15 years life time at 100 % depth of operation
* 10-45 C in ambient temperature.

Sodium sulphur battery is optimised for really large
installations up to 100 MWH in capacity.
* Modules of 30KW in clusters and modules of 1 MWH capacity
* Can handle high output and high capacity out of same system
* 4500 deep cycles / 15 years expected lifetime.
* Battery is large and heavy
Z20 PRODUCT SHEET
* Ideal for larger micro and island grid installations.

Module Specificati

Single tank SOC Zinc- Iron flow battery is a new design of
flow battery using non toxic liquid flow cell for energy storage
in large scale. Alkaline chemistry and unique life cycle.
* Modular design in containers with 160 KWH per module
high currents.
Module
Construction
* 100% deep cycle and high power and
* Non dangerous materials and no hazards for staff
* Unique lite time with 20 years life time and 10000 cycles life time
simple in design, Solar Angel’s
* Warranty is 20 years which is veryBeautifully
unique. 95%
level at end.

Eos Aurora
easy flow aluminium absorber efficiently

®

1000|4000

removesis heat
from the
panel to maximise
Hot water battery and storage tanks
a special
solution
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Brochure
electrical
performance
and
ensure
a low
The
Z20
Storage
System is a self-contained, modular storage system that
useable in many installations. We can use heat as it isEnergy
from
pressure drop, which allows
up toeffective
ten panels
cost
and safest energy storage on the market.
the water temperature energy. We can convertthe
hotmost
water
energy to
to be connected in series.
direct to electricity by a
+ High power, short duration: Quick response and ms switching between charge
Battery stac
thermal ORC generator.
and discharge cycles make the Z20 suitable for rapid response applications such as
Designed usin
frequency and voltage regulations requiring high power.
This can be a valuable
inexpensive m
+ High capacity, long duration: High endurance redox design provides flexible SOC
add on in many sites
output even in the most punishing duty cycles without state of charge limits or
Low cost alk
with available waist
capacity fade. Up to 7 hours at nominal output, and 2.5 hours at maximum
chemistry
rated power..
heat. Hybrid panels
A Solar Angel PV
Inherently safe
range of the heat
SoC. to non-flammable
+ State of Charge access: The Z20 process allows for 100% dynamic
form provides
a hot wate
gives booth electricity
System
Des
This access to full capacity of the battery without damage givesBasic
the Z20 significantly
power
to
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and hot water out of
more useable output than competitive batteries.
Safe
with
standard
plumbing
and
elec
same panel unit.
Non-toxic, no
+ Safety: ViZn flow batteries are manufactured with non-toxic, non-explosive and

Many industries have
need for heat +
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process and here we
have all in same unit.
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+ Value: The unique combination of long cycle life, plus high power and high capac-
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Frame1.4
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Z20-5 DISCHARGE

648
1.607

42 kW
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0.9

Insulation
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0.6
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How to create power to be stored by our battery and power solutions
Solar and wind power are intermittent and not with any
good stability. Here the battery will store and equalise
output to get a good stability and power when wind and
sun are lost. Todays solution with new developments will
make this cost efficient and much cheaper than old
combinations with diesel generators or long and costly
high voltage power lines. Low maintenance is also a
Microgen
good reason and
the attractive Life Cycle Cost is now
impressing,
Hybrid combinations
The Againity ORC* System extracts up to 15% of the energy from your waste heat and converts it
+from
wind
A revolution
in power
and
energy
efficiency
to electricity. With our solution
you can save
fuel between
or generation
gain moresolar
power
your+system.
hydro power can be
very good when there
are some water in the
area. In areas with dry
converted
into electricity.
The engine
alsoPiston Stirling Technology
Againity’s technology is based Technical
on
Specifications
Microgen
Free
seasons
emits
heat
through
exhaust
gases withthis combine
one of the basic laws of nature –
action
is extra
the transfer of heat from hot to cold. temperatures up to 400°C.
hot gases are2000
excellent
Maximum These
(modulating)
W. for conHeat transfer can be described as heat
necting to our system,attractive
the Againity ORC as when
electric output
striving toward an even temperature distSystem. Heat from the exhaust gases
sunny
ribution. Imagine a cup of tea where you
evaporates the working
medium inthere
a heat is little rain
Electrical
operation The working
Grid medium
connected
50/60 Hz
just poured the hot tea into a cup. After a
exchanger.
thenAC
and
vise
versa.Nominal
This230
is V.,reality
while the tea has become cooler – heat
enters a module containing
a
turbine
and
output
min 186 - in
maxlarge
264 V.
has been transferred from the hot tea to
generator where the electric
power
isAfrica and tropical areas of
parts
of
the surrounding air. This force is simple yet
generated. The working medium needs to
Offearth.
grid liquid
AC-DCagain
output
Inverter - Battery dependent
effective in industrial use as well, and is
be cooled down to become
in

Converting waste heat into electric power

2kW Free piston stirling technology

utilized in Againity’s solution.

How it works

order to be able to be pumped around

15,5% - 23,0%
Stirling generators
may be connected
if there are sources of power and heat
The example above describes hot tea
poured into a cup. Now imagine a Diesel
use.mechanical
Here sold
burners of city dump is one source as well as
engineto
generating
work thatfuel
is
Weight
(without burner)
50 kg
biogas if available. We have complete systems with burners and
generators in one
Sizepackage.
(without burner)
450 mm high, diameter 300 mm
The Againity ORC System

cycle.
Electrical the
efficiency

Burner, grid connection,

Emissions

Burner, fuel dependent

Low Nox

Noise level

Without casing
(mounting dependent)

53 dBa at 1 meter

standard casing

45 dBa at 1 meter
6

application
Adding the Againityfuel
ORCand
System
to your existing system increases
the effectiveness
dependent
of your plant – at a low investment cost.

2

3

4

a
5

1
b

Engineered for robustness

Manufactured with care

Used with satisfaction

Example of an ORC
system that se hot
water by sun only. Water
tank can be
Microgen’s Free Piston
The delicate production
The Microgen Free Piston
the
water
battery
for
nights.
All
over
80C
can
be
used
to
charge
battery.
Customer components
The Againity
Stirling Engine
is theORC System
process of the Microgen
Stirling Engine provides
a. Diesel tank
b. Diesel engine/generator

1. Pump

4. Turbine/generator – converts energy in

Thermal with
energy heat
in the form of
In areas
heat
is
fed
into
the
engine. This
differences that have
thermal energy makes the helium
lower temperatures an
in the engine expand, subsequently
ORC
generator system
driving the piston. By cooling the
is perfect.
Here
wecauses
canthe
helium it shrinks
which
make
with
a The
pistonelectricity
to move back
again.
oscillating mechanical
temperature
downmovement
to
is converted
80C
only. into electrical energy
by a linear alternator in the engine.
Here we use power from
waist
of diesel
The Microgen engine is a so-called
generators.
industrial
Free Piston Stirling
Engine. This type
processes
thermal
of engine hasand
no seals
and contains
no bearings
that canways.
cause wear
energy
in many
or would require lubrication. It is a

truly maintenance-free technology.
Sunnytek
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engine to the working medium.
5. Air cooler – cools down the working medium
3.
Heat
exchanger
–
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outdoor
air.
engineering and
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changing
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of electricity, by creating

* Organic Rankine Cycle
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the DieselStirling the working medium
electricity.
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the2. Heat
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Free
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Skilled and experienced

your personal power
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staff guarantee optimal

plant and thus promoting
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